Dogtra RR Mounting Plate Instruction

Contents: Plate, 2 Black Plastic Male Push Pins, 2 Machine Screws, 2 Washers, Template

Insert the 2 male push pins into the female snaps mounted on the plate. Secure the receiver to the plate using the 2 machine screws and washers.

In order to attach the mounting plate and receiver to your winger must first have two holes next to the wire plug (as shown on the diagram). If your winger already has the 2 holes predrilled simply position the quick snaps over the holes and push down until you hear a snap. Repeat with the second quick snap and the receiver will be secure.

If your winger requires the mounting holes drilled follow the enclosed template to ensure accuracy. Crease the two dotted lines of the template and place over the aluminum tubing. Using a pointed punch (nail) mark the center of the holes according to the drawing. Drill the 2 holes using a .316” (type “O”) - .323” (type “P”) drill bit (these are the recommended range). Remove any burrs that may have been created. The mounting plate should now fit into the holes.